Recommender system models often represent various sparse features like users, items, and categorical features via embeddings. A standard approach is to map each unique feature value to an embedding vector. The size of the produced embedding table grows linearly with the size of the vocabulary. Therefore, a large vocabulary inevitably leads to a gigantic embedding table, creating two severe problems: (i) making model serving intractable in resourceconstrained environments; (ii) causing overfitting problems. In this paper, we seek to learn highly compact embeddings for large-vocab sparse features in recommender systems (recsys). First, we show that the novel Differentiable Product Quantization (DPQ) approach can generalize to recsys problems. In addition, to better handle the power-law data distribution commonly seen in recsys, we propose a Multi-Granular Quantized Embeddings (MGQE) technique which learns more compact embeddings for infrequent items. We seek to provide a new angle to improve recommendation performance with compact model sizes. Extensive experiments on three recommendation tasks and two datasets show that we can achieve on par or better performance, with only ∼20% of the original model size.
INTRODUCTION
Representation learning for categorical features has been a very active research area over the last two decades [2, 13, 14] . Although the one-hot encoding is very powerful, learning efficient and effective embeddings for categorical features is challenging, especially when the vocabulary for the sparse features is large, and the training data is highly skewed towards popular items. The size of the embedding table grows linearly with the vocabulary size, leading to two severe problems: (i) making model serving intractable in resourceconstrained environments; (ii) causing overfitting problem due to the over-parameterization. This is still the case even for industrial recommender systems with fairly sufficient computing power. For example, in a recent work about YouTube Recommendation [16] , it's unveiled that tens of millions of parameters are used to learn embeddings for YouTube video IDs alone. * work done at Google. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. To cut down model size from embeddings, there have been some works on embedding compression, such as the hashing tricks [15] , low-rank factorization [11] , and quantization [6] . On the other hand, to learn better torso and tail item embeddings, there is a line of works seeking to allocate more embedding capacity to frequent words and reduces the capacity for less frequent words with the benefit of reducing overfitting to rare words [1, 4] . Inspired by the two lines of work, we seek to propose a compact embedding scheme with variable capacities. Moreover, many of these efforts were focused on natural language understanding tasks. The embedding compression problem for recommendation tasks remains to be fully studied.
In this paper, we show that the quantization-based embedding compression method Differentiable Product Quantization (DPQ) [6] can generalize to recsys tasks. Moreover, we propose Multi-granular Quantized Embeddings (MGQE) which extend DPQ with variable embedding capacities to adapt to highly skewed data distributions in recsys tasks. MGQE significantly reduces the model size with on par or better performance compared to the full model.
Differentiable Product Quantization
Differentiable Product Quantization (DPQ) [6] is a recent end-toend embedding compression approach based on a highly compact encoding scheme called KD encoding [5] . Unlike one-hot encoding which maps items to a partially utilized hamming space (i.e., д : V → {0, 1} n ), the KD encoding function is defined as д : V → {1, . . . , K } D . For example, an item may be encoded as (1-2-3-1) when K=3 and D=4. Instead of adopting a pre-defined arXiv:2002.08530v1 [cs.IR] 20 Feb 2020 assignment (e.g., one-hot encoding) or random mapping (e.g., the hashing trick [15] ), the encoding function д in DPQ is differentiable, and can be end-to-end trained with the target task, which allows adaptive assignment of similar codes to semantically similar items. In this paper, we focus on the vector quantization variant of DPQ [6] , as we found the softmax based variant does not work well in our preliminary study.
During training, DPQ aims to learn KD codes for items in the vocabulary. The model maintains an embedding vector e = [e (1) ; ...; e (D) ] ∈ R d for each item, where D is the number of subspaces and e (i) ∈ R d /D is the embedding vector in i-th subspace. In the i-th subspace, the model also maintains K learnable centroid embeddings c
The KD codes are computed through a product quantization process, which contains two processes as follows. In the first encoding process, we find the index of the nearest centroid in each subspace:
And then a decoding function simply retrieves centroid embeddings based on the codes, and concatenates them as the final embedding:
are computed KD codes for the item. Although the overall encoding/decoding process f • д is not differentiable due to the argmin operation. DPQ addresses this issue and makes the process fully differentilable using the straight-through estimator [3] .
At serving time, the embedding vector e is discarded, as we only need to store the codes (k 1 , ..., k D ) for each item and the centroid embeddings {c (i) j }. We directly apply the decoding function f on the codes to retrieve the final embedding. Hence, we only need nD log(K) bits to store code assignments for each item, and K * D * d/D * 32 = 32Kd bits to store the centroid embeddings. Typically, the code assignment is the dominant term as it grows linearly with the vocabulary size n. Figure 1 depicts the lookup process in DPQ.
MULTI-GRANULAR QUANTIZED EMBEDDINGS
With a lower intrinsic dimensionality D and quantized representations, DPQ significantly reduces the model size. However, by assigning same code capacity to each user/item, DPQ is unaware of the highly skewed power-law distributions in typical recsys datasets, where a few popular items dominate the training data and the majority of the items (i.e. long-tail items) are rarely observed. In this case, allocating the same embedding capacity to all items is suboptimal, as it could lead to overfitting on infrequent users/items due to data sparsity and high embedding dimensions. This motivates us to treat frequent and infrequent items differently via learning more compact embeddings for tail items. To this end, we propose Multigranular Quantized Embeddings (MGQE) which learns embeddings with different capacities for different items. MGQE adopts the quantized embedding DPQ as its underlying embedding scheme for two reasons: (1) DPQ is a highly compact end-to-end embedding learning approach, and achieves excellent compression performance; (2) we found that the quantized encoding scheme (i.e., KD encoding [5] ) is highly flexible in terms of supporting different capacities (e.g., varying D and K).
Frequency-based Partitions
The first question is how to split items into several groups to which we allocate different embedding capacities. We adopt an intuitive approach that partitions the items based on frequency (i.e., how many times an item appears in the training set). The intuition is that popular items frequently appear in the training set and have more associated observations, and hence we may need a large capacity for them to learn fine-grained embeddings. The frequency-based partition has been recently adopted for NLP models [1, 4] , though our work differs in domains (i.e., recommendation models) and underlying embedding approaches (quantized embeddings).
We first assign ascending IDs to the items from the most popular to least popular ones. Then we split the frequency ordered vocabulary V into a multi-tier partition
is the number of groups, V 1 contains the most popular items, and V m contains the least popular items. As we consider recommendation datasets which usually follow power-law distributions, typically we have
The partition is heuristically set based on dataset statistics, as in [1, 4] .
Multi-granular Capacities with Quantized Embeddings
The KD encoding scheme is highly flexible in terms of model sizes, as we can vary the embedding capacity by adjusting D (the number of subspaces) or K (the number of centroids). Hence we can directly derive two variants for the multi-granular capacity allocation via varying K or D. Specifically, instead of using a single K and D, we extend DPQ via using a vector to represent the capacity allocation for each group:
Then we learn DPQ embeddings with K i and D i for items in V i . For simplicity, we consider two variants: (1) variable K: using fixed number of subspace D with variable K for each group; (2) variable D: using fixed number of centroids K with variable D for each group. In this way, we allocate multi-granular embedding capacities (and storage space) for items with different popularity. A toy example: Assuming that we have MGQE embeddings with m = 2, D = 4, and K = [16, 8] , we will create a DPQ embedding table with D = 4 and K = 16 for items in V 1 , and another DPQ embedding table with D = 4 and K = 8 for items in V 2 . When retrieving the embedding for an item, we first check which group (V 1 or V 2 ) it belongs to, and then lookup in the corresponding DPQ embedding table.
However, a potential drawback of the two variants above is that we need to maintain a private centroid embedding table for each group, which increases the model size (O( m i=1 K i d)) for both training and serving. Hence, we propose a multi-granular scheme with centroids shared among groups. That is, we maintain a single DPQ embedding table with D and K. For items in the i-th group, it can only use first K i centroids, instead of all K centroids. In this way, we achieve the multi-granular embedding flexibilities via varying K, without additional storage cost. Moreover, we further reduce the model size compared to DPQ, as we only need D log(K i )(i > 1) bits to store the code assignment for a tail item (which accounts for majority of the items). We refer to this variant as shared, variable 
Reorder E such that the i-th row of E is the embedding for item s i return E ∈ R B×d K. By default, we adopt the variant with shared centroids and varying numbers of centroids (shared, variable K).
However, as the embedding lookup process (e.g., centroid embedding table to be queried, use the first K i centroids for items in V i , etc.) is the same for items in the same group, we propose to process the items by groups. Specifically, for a batch of items, we first split them into m groups based on which groups they belong to. Then we obtain the embeddings for each group via m queries of retrieving DPQ embeddings. As the number of groups m is typically small, we found that this implementation of MGQE delivers similar training speed as the vanilla DPQ. Algorithm 1 summarizes the lookup process of MGQE.
EXPERIMENTS 3.1 Datasets
We use two datasets to evaluate both personalized and nonpersonalized recommendation tasks: MovieLens-1M, a widely used benchmark for evaluating collaborative filtering algorithms [7] . The dataset includes 6,040 users and 3,416 items, with a sparsity of 94.44%. As in [8, 10] , we treat all ratings as observed implicit feedback instances, and sort the feedback according to timestamps. For each user, we withhold their last two actions, and put them into validation set and test set respectively. All the rest are used for model training. App-to-app Relevance (AAR), an app-to-app relevance dataset collected in Google Play Store to evaluate non-personalized item-to-item recommendation [12] . The dataset includes over 17M app-to-app relevance scores evaluated by human raters. Each pair is unique, and the relevance score ranges from -100 to 100, indicating how relevant a pair of mobile apps are. This relevance dataset is also highly sparse with a sparsity of 99.98%. We randomly split the data into 90% (for training) and 10% (for evaluation). We seek to build a predictive model to estimate matching scores of unseen app pairs.
Backbone Recommendation Models
As quantized embedding is a generic method that can directly replace the embedding layer in existing gradient descent based recommendation models, we include three representative recommendation models as the backbone models to test our hypothesis: Generalized Matrix Factorization (GMF) [9] extends the conventional matrix factorization by introducing a learned linear layer for weighting latent dimensions; Neural Matrix Factorization (NeuMF) [9] models non-linear interactions between user and item embeddings via multi-layer perceptrons (MLP); Self-Attentive Sequential Recommendation (SASRec) [10] is the state-of-the-art method on the sequential recommendation task, which adopts multiple self-attention blocks to capture sequential dynamics in users' action history, and predicts the next item at each time step. The embedding dimensionality d is set to 64 for all methods. Other hyper-parameters are set as suggested in the corresponding papers.
Recommendation Tasks
We conduct our experiments on three representative recommendation tasks: Task 1: Personalized Item Recommendation, a conventional task seeks to estimate user-item interactions, and thus can be used to generate personalized recommendations for a user (e.g., "Personalized For You" on your homepage); Task 2: Sequential Recommendation, sequential recommendation considers the sequential dynamics in users' action history, and seeks to predict the next item that a user will interact with; Task 3: Item to item Recommendation, a non-personalized recommendation task, which seeks to estimate item-item relevance and is often used for recommending related products (e.g., "Related Products" on the product page).
Compression Approaches
To test the effectiveness of our embedding compression technique, we compare them with three baselines: Full Embedding (FE), the conventional approach which learns a full embedding matrix where each row represents the embedding for an item; Low-rank Factorization (LRF). a classic approach to reduce parameters in a matrix. We factorize the embedding matrix into two matrices with size n × r and r × d; Scalar Quantization (SQ), a classic twostep quantization technique For each dimension in the embedding matrix, SQ records the minimal and maximal values and evenly quantizes the range into 2 b buckets, where b is the number of bits; Differentilable Product Quantization (DPQ), DPQ [6] learns subspace centroids and quantizes the embeddings into the nearest centroid. For fair comparison, we implement all the methods using TemsorFlow. By default, embedding dimension d=64 for all methods, the number of centroids K=256 for DPQ. MGQE adopts a two-tier partition where we consider top 10% items as head items and the rest as tail items. The number of centroids K 1 is set to 256 for head items, and K 2 =64 for tail items. To reduce the variance, all the reported numbers are the average of the outcomes from 10 experiments.
Evaluation Metrics
For the personalized recommendation problem, we adopt Hit Rate@K to evaluate recommendation performance [8, 9] . Hit Rate@K counts the fraction of times that the ground-truth next item is among the top K recommended items. Note that since we only have one test item for each user, Hit Rate@10 is equivalent to Recall@10, and is proportional to Precision@10. For the relevance estimation problem on the AAR dataset, we adopt RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) to evaluate model performance.
We evaluate model size using the number of bits needed to store the model during serving. The model size of full embedding is used as the baseline (i.e., 100%), and the reported model sizes of compression approaches are normalized correspondingly. Figure 2 shows the performance with various compact model sizes on the four tasks. For full embeddings, we vary the dimensionality d to adjust its model sizes. For scalar quantization, we vary the number of bits per dimension. For DPQ/MGQE, we vary the number of subspaces D. We can see that the performance of full embeddings drops significantly with smaller model size, which shows directly reducing the dimensionality is not an effective way to compress recommendation models. With the same model size, MGQE has the best performance; and with the same recommendation performance, MGQE has the smallest model size. Hence, MGQE is an effective embedding learning and compression method, and can be applied to achieve better performance and compress recommendation models.
Results and Discussions on Compression
Based on the results of applying embedding compressing methods for three recommendation models (GMF, NeuMF, SASRec) on two datasets (MovieLens and AAR), we found (1) DPQ matches the performance of full embeddings in most cases; (2) MGQE matches (and sometimes improves) the performance with full embeddings in all cases. This verifies that quantized embeddings are able to reduce the model size while matching or even improving the model performance. Moreover, we found MGQE generally outperforms baselines under different compression ratios. This verifies the that MGQE outperforms alternative compression approaches in recsys tasks.
Convergence
As MGQE can directly replace the full embedding layers, it is important to investigate the training of MGQE to check whether the optimization process is the same as or similar to the original one. By doing this, we can check some potential issues like unstable training or slow convergence speed due to the discrete and compact embedding structure. Figure 3 shows the training curves of MGQE on the three recommendation models on the MovieLens dataset, compared with full embeddings. As in our other experiments, we use the default hyper-parameters (e.g., learning rate, batch size, etc.) that are originally designed for full embeddings. We can see that the training processes of MGQE are stable, and closely approximate that of full embeddings. This shows that MGQE behaves similarly to full embeddings in terms of convergence trajectories.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We investigated the embedding compression problem for recommender systems, and proposed multi-granular quantized embeddings (MGQE) for compressing large-vocabulary categorical features. MGQE adopts differentiable quantized representations to reduce the model size, and further cuts down the storage space by using fewer centroids for tail items. MGQE is a generic approach that can be used to replace the embeddings layers in existing recommendation models, and trained end-to-end for the target task. We conducted extensive experiments on compressing three representative recommendation models for three different recommendation tasks. Our results show that MGQE outperforms the baselines, and reaches the full model performance with nearly 20% of the full model size. In the future, we plan to investigate (i) learned finegrained item partitions for multi-granular capacity allocation; (ii) jointly quantized embeddings for multiple categorical features; and (iii) quantized neural network weights for recommendation models.
